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Abstract 
In this paper, we get the following result: Let G be a 3-connected graph with n vertices. Then 
c(G)>>- min{n, g3}, where ~3 = min{~=~ d(ui) - I Ni3~ N(u,)[ : {ul,u2,u3} is an independent 
set of G}. This is a new lower bound for the circumference (G) of a 3-connected graph G. 
1. Introduction and main result 
We consider throughout this paper finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple 
edges. The vertex set of G is denoted by V(G) or just V and the edge set of G is 
denoted by E(G) or just E. We use [GI as a symbol for the cardinality of  V(G). 
Paths and cycles in a graph G are considered as subgraphs of G. An a-b-path with 
terminal vertices a and b is denoted by P[a,b]. The length of a path P is IPI - 1. 
Let C be a longest cycle of G with a fixed direction of traversing C. In that context, 
the hth successor and the hth predecessor of a vertex u on C are denoted by u +h 
and u -h respectively. I f h = 1, we abbreviate u+l(u -1) to u+(u-). For a subset S of  
V(C), we define S + = {u+: u E S} and S -  = {u- :  u E S}. We set S +(h+l) = (S+h) + 
and S -(h+l) = (S-h)  - for h~> 1. For S C_ V(G) and H C_ G, NH(S) denotes the set of  
vertices in H which are adjacent o some vertex in S. In particular, when H = G, then 
let N~(S)=N(S)  and when H=G,  S={u},  then let Nc(u)=N(u)  and d(u)=d6(u)= 
]N(u)l. For a subgraph F of G and three independent vertices u,v,w of G, we set 
~(F; {u, v, w}) = dF(u) + dF(v) + dF(w) - INF(U) N NF(V) n NF(W)]. When F = G, 
then ~(G; {u, v, w}) = d(u) + d(v) + d(w) - IN(u) N N(v) fq N(w)l.  Now set ~3 = 
~3(G) = min{~(G; {u, v,w}): {u, v, w} is an independent set of G}. 
In [3], Flandrin et al. proved the following result: 
Theorem 1 (Flandrin et al. [3]). Let G be a 2-connected 9raph on n vertices such 
that ~3 >in. Then G is hamiltonian. 
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By considering the circumference c(G), the length of a longest cycle of G, Jung 
conjectured the following: 
Conjecture. Let G be a 3-connected graph on n vertices. Then c(G)>>, min{n,~3}. 
In this paper we shall prove that this conjecture is true. The graph 4Ks ÷ 3Kl(n = 
4s + 3), where '+ '  is the joint operation, shows that the lower bound of c(G) is, in a 
sense, best possible. As a consequence of this conjecture, we have 
Corollary 1. Let G be a 3-connected graph on n vertices such that IN(u) u N(v)l + 
max{d(u),d(v)} >>.s holds for any two nonadjacent vertices u,v of G. Then c(G)>. 
min{n,s}. 
Corollary 2. Let G be a 3-connected graph on n vertices such that IN(u)u N(v)l ~>s 
holds for any nonadjacent vertices u, v of G. Then c(G) >1 min{n, 3s/2}. 
Since we can easily get if3 ~s  under the conditions of Corollary 1 and ~3 >~3s/2 
under the conditions of Corollary 2, the above Corollaries are true. Corollary 2 above 
nearly solves a problem raised by Faudree et al. [2]. 
2. Several lemmas 
From now on, we assume that G is a 3-connected nonhamiltonian graph. Let PH[u, v] 
denote a longest path between u and v in a subgraph H of G. When H = G, then 
P[u, v] = Po[u, v]. 
The following parameter D(G), which is defined by Fraisse and Jung in [4] plays a 
central role in this paper. For a 2-connected graph G, let D(G) be a maximum integer 
s such that for any two distinct vertices a, b in G there is an a, b-path P of length 
]P]-  1 ~>s. For a complete graph Kn (n ~>2) we set D(G) = n-  1. If G is connected and 
has cut vertices, we set D(G) = max{D(G'): G' is an endblock of G}. Extending the 
definition of arbitrary graphs, we finally set D(G) = max{D(G'): G' is a component 
of G}. 
Let C be a longest cycle of G with a fixed orientation such that D(G\C)= max{D(G\ 
C'): C' is a longest cycle of G} and H0 be a component of G \C  such that D(H0)= 
D(G \C). Now we set Nc(Ho) =X = {Xl . . . . .  xt} in order around C. Since C is a 
longest cycle of G, N+(Ho) n {v0} and Nc(Ho ) U {v0} are independent sets of G, 
where Vo c V(Ho). 
Given vertices u, v of C, let C[u, v] denote the subgraph of C from u to v (in the 
chosen direction). For C[u+,v] we also write C(u, v] and similarly C[u, v)= C[u,v-]. 
We set C/ = C[xi,xi+l ), i < t, and C, = C[xt,xl ) unless otherwise stated. Let C, ( = 
Ci \ {xi}. We call a vertex uE V(C [) insertible if there exist v,v+ E V(C) \ V(C[) such 
that uv +, uv C E. For a subgraph S of G we use sometimes S for V(S), if there is 
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no danger of ambiguity. In order to prove the Conjecture, we shall first prove several 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1 (Ainouche [1]). For each i E {1 . . . . .  t}, C~ contains a noninsertible vertex. 
Let di be the first noninsertible vertex of Cf (i = 1 . . . .  , t)  and set D ={d l  . . . . .  dr}. 
Also set R = V(G) \V(C)  and Q = Ui=l V(C(x~,di)). 
Lemma 2 (Ainouche [1]). (a) No two distinct vertices of D are joined by a path 
whose internal vertices (if any) are in R U Q. In particular, D is an independent set. 
(b) For 1 ~i  < j<~t there is no vertex v E V(C[d,,dj]) such that div+,~.v E E. 
Lemma 3 (Fraisse and Jung [4]). Let G be a noncomplete connected #raph. Then 
there exist non-adjacent vertices vl, v2 in G such that vi is not a cut vertex of G and 
O(G)>~d(vi) (i = 1,2). 
Furthermore, by the definition of D(G), d(v)<~D(G) for all v ¢ V(G) if G is a 
complete graph. I f  G has cut vertices, let G1 and G2 be distinct blocks of G. Then 
for any noncut vertices vi E V(Gi) (i = 1,2), IP[v~,v2]l >~D(GI )+D(G2)+ 1. 
Lemma 4 (Wei [5]). For a subpath P of C and some 0 >~ 0, if there is an independent 
set {u, v,w} of G such that 
(N+ (u) U N+(v) n (Np(w) U (Np(u) N Np(v) ) = O, 
Ixfi(u) u Ne+(v)l/> [Up(u) u Np(v)l - O, 
then ~(P; {u,v,w} )<~lP[ + O. 
Symmetrically, Lemma 4 remains valid if N+(u) and N+(v) are replaced, respec- 
tively, by NT(u ) and Nj(v) .  
Lemma 5. Let u,v E V(Ho) and xiuEE Jbr some l <,i<~t. We have 
(i) there is no path connecting di and a vertex y E V(C(xi,~)) with internal 
vertices in V(G \C). 
(ii) d,+hv q~ E for any h <~s; 
(iii) /f  9 9 E Nc(v), j ¢ i, then there is no any path connecting di +h and clj with 
internal vertices (if any) in V(G \C)  for any h<~s. 
Here s denotes the length of the longest path between u and v in Ho, in particular, 
s=0 when v = u. 
Proof. (i) I f  there exists a path P '  connecting di and some vertex y E V(C(xi, di) ) 
with internal vertices in V(G \C), then we can get a cycle C ~ with vertex set (V (C) \  
V(C(y, cli))) U V(U). Since all vertices in V(C(y,~)) can be inserted in V(C'),  we 
can get a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. 
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(ii) Ifd~+hv E E, then we can get a cycle C' with vertex set (V(C)\ V(Cxi, d+h)))U 
V(PHo[U,V]). Since all vertices in V(C(xi, di)) can be inserted in V(C), we can get a 
cycle longer than C, a contradiction. 
(iii) By contradiction, let y be the first vertex in V(C(xj, dj]) such that there exists 
a path U connecting y and some z E V(C[di, di+S]) with internal vertices (if any) in 
V(G\C). Then for any wE V(C(xj, y)) we have N(w)n V(C(xi,z)) = 0 by the choice 
of y and Lemma 2. Thus we can get a cycle C ~ with vertex set (V(C)\ V(C(xi, z))U 
V(C(xj, y))) U (V(PHo [u, V]) U V(P')). Since all vertices in V(C(xi, di)) U V(C(xj, y)) 
can be inserted in V(C), we can get a cycle longer than C, contrary to the fact that 
C is a longest cycle of G. [] 
Lemma 6. I f  rio has cut vertices, then c(G) />~ 3. 
Lemma 7. I f  there exists some di E D such that N(di) M V(G \ C) ¢ O, then 
c(G) >~63. 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let H~ and H~' be endlocks of Ho such that D(H~) = D(Ho) 
and Co,t c o" be the cut vertices of H0 in H~ and H~ t, respectively. By Lemma 3, there 
exist v~ E H~ \{c~} and v~' E H~' \{c~'} such that dHo(V~o)<~D(H~), dHo(V~o~)<~D(H~t)<<. 
D(H~) and [PHo[V~o, vb~][ >~D(H~) +D(H~') + 1. We distinguish the following two 
cases. 
Case 1: [H~[~>3. Since G is 3-connected, Nc(H~ \{v~,c~}) :fi 0. Without loss of 
* V(H  \{v0,e0}). generality, we can assume XlV ~ E E, where v 0 E ' 
Case 1.1" NG\c(x +) ~ O. Let X+Vl EE for some vertex vl of a component Hi ~ H0 
of G \C.  By Lemma 3, we can choose v~ E V(H1) such that dH~(V~)<~D(Ht) and 
IPH, EV,.V',]I>>.D(H,)+ 1. Furthermore, when [HI[~>2, then va ¢ v~. Since G is 3- 
connected, Nc(H~' \{e~})\{Xl } ~ 0. Choose j0 = max{j: :9 ENc(H~' \{e~})} and set 
Cl = C(xl,3~o], C2 = C(~o,X I ] .  
Because C is a longest cycle of G, by Lemma 5, we can obtain that for any 
z E C(x~,x+h](h = D(H1) + I), z (sNc({V'o,V~o~,V~l}) and for any z 'E  C(:9o,~) +h] (h = 
D( H~ )+D( H~' )+ 1), z' (5 Nc( { V~o, V~o ,v~ }). Since ( N+ ( v~o )U N+ ( vto~ ) )M( Nc( v~ 1 )U( Nc( vto )M 
Nc(v'o~))) = 0, by Lemma 4, we can get ~(Cl;{v'o,V~o~,V~})<~lCl[- D(H,) and 
- . , , , e(G\C,{vo, v o, e(C2, {V 0, V 0, V 1 }) ~< [C2] -D(H~) -D(H~'). On the other hand, we have - " ' " 
V~l }) <<.D(H~) +D(H~') + D(HI ). Hence c( G) >~-a3. 
Case 1.2: NG\c(x+)=O. We now substitute x+ for v~l and set D(H1) = 0. In this 
subcase, we choose jo as in Case 1.1. Since by Lemma 5, we have (N~+(v o~ )UN~+(v o"))M 
t tt x+h (Nc(x+)U(Nc(v~o)ANc(vto'))) ----- 0 and x + q~ N({x~(,Vo, Vo}), ~'o (5 N({x+,V~o,V~o'}) f r 
any h<~D(H~)+D(H~ ~) + 1. Using the same method as above, we can get c(G)>~ff3. 
t /t >~ Case 2: [H~f =2.  Then [H~t[ =2,  dno(V~o)=dHo(VJo')= 1, and [PHo[Vo, Vo][~.3. Since 
t tt G is 3-connected, Nc((Ho \{v0, v o } )¢  0. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
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,, = mini/"  E Nc(v'o) U x lv*EE for some v* E V(Ho) \ {v~,Vo}. Now choose io xi 
J t  Nc(Vo), i ¢ 1}, say xio C Nc(v'o). 
Case 2.1: NG\c(X +) ¢ O. Let x~vj EE for some vertex vl of a component HI ¢ Ho 
of G \C.  Then by Lemma 3, we can choose vii in H1 such that dH,(V'l)<~D(H1 ) and 
IP,, [v l, v'l]l ~>D(H,) + 1. Furthermore, when IH, [>~ 2, then v~ ¢ v~. 
Case 2.1.1: Xio ~ Nc(v'o'). Since G is 3-connected, we may choose jo=max{ j :  :9. E 
Nc(v'ol), j>  1 }. Set C1 = C(xl,Xio], Cz = C(xio,Xjo] and C3 = C(Xjo,Xl ]. Since by Lemma 
5, (Nc(v'o')UXc(v'~))A((Nc(v'o')ANc(v'~))UNc(v'o))=O and x+h~ N({ro,' r~," v o'''}), 
, I  I I  ,I . I  x +(h+l) ~ N({r,l,vO } ) for any h<~D(H,) + 1, x + ~ N({v 0, t.,, v~'}), x +2io ~ N({ vl, v~'}) 
" l ( )  
and X +2 / i it jo ~N({vo, V,,Vo} ). By employing Lemma 4, we have ~(Cl {v~, ," , 
D(H, ) , -~(G;{V 'o ,V 'o ' ,V ' ,} )<~lCs  ] - 1 (s = 2,3). Thus c(G)= ICI >~3. 
Case 2.1.2: Xio ~ Nc(v~ol). Since G is 3-connected, by Case 2.1.1, we may assume that 
Nc(V6) = Nc(V~o I) = {xl,Xio}. In this subcase we set C'~ = C(x~,xi,,] and C2 = C(xio,Xl]. 
{to, to, }) < ICll - D(HI ) and Using the same method as before, we can get ~(C~; j , . . /  
-- . ,i u I x+h .,I e(C2, {v 0, v 0 , r }) ~< ]C2 ] - 2 by i0 ~ ~ E(h -%< 3). Hence c(G) >~ 3. 
,I Ill ,I Case 2.2: NG\c(X +) = 0. Choose jo = max{j: X~ ~ (Nc(vo)UNc(ro))}, say X/oVo ~ E 
and set CI = C(xl,:9o] and C~ = C(xjoX~]. Since C is a longest cycle of G, we have 
(N+(v'o) U N~,(V'oI) ) N ( (Nc(v'o) 0 Nc(v~/)) U Nc(x{ )) = O. 
ifxlv~o,~E, thenx+h.+N. ~fv / vii x+~ j ii + % ~ ct't o, o, ~ ' ) f ° ranyh~<3-Thusbyx  + ~Nc({Co, ro,X ~ }) 
we can get c (G)>~3 as before. 
lfxiv'o I (5 E, since G is 3-connected, we may choose Po = max{p: Xp ~ Nc(v'o'), p ¢ 
j0}. Now we set G=C(x~,Xpo], C2=C(xpo,Xi°] and C3=C(xjo,Xl]. By x + 
' "' + andx~ +h Nc({V'o, ," +~.~ x +h Vo,X ~ }) (h~<2), we can get X({vo, Vo,X 1 }), ~ ro,X ~ , , ,  jo ~ Nc({V;, i, + 
o(c ; " and~(Cs;{v~, l + Vo,xl } )< lC ,  I -  l (s = 2,3) as before. Hence ~r0, V0,xl ~)--~ 
c(G) ~>a3. ~ 
Proof  of Lemma 7. By Lemma 6, we can assume that H0 is a block. Without loss 
of the generality, let N(dl)N V(G \C)7 L O. Suppose dlv/l E E for some vertex vii of 
a component H1 ~ H0 of G \C .  By Lemma 3, we can choose vl in H1 such that 
dH, (/)1) ~ D(H1 ), IPH~ [Ul,/)/l][ ~ D(HI )  + 1 and moreover when IH, I/> 2, ~, # Utl . 
Case 1: IHo] ~>2. For the same reason, there exist v0 ¢ v~ in Ho such that duo(Vo)<~ 
D(Ho), dHo(V~))<.D(Ho), and voxl q~ E or xl E Nc(vo)ANc(v'o). Since G is 3-connected 
we may choose io = max{i: xi E Nc(Ho \{Vo})}. Let XioV o E E by the choice of io, 
we have v o ~: V(Ho \{vo}). Choose any v o E NHo(Xl). 
Case 1.1: NG\c(dio)¢O. Let diov' 2EE for some vertex v~ of a component H2 of G\C 
and//2 CHo, / /2  :fiHt. Also by Lemma 3, there exist v2 in H2 such that dH2(V2)<<.D(H2), 
]Ptt2 [v2, v~]] >/D(H2)+ 1 and moreover, when ]H2] >~ 2, then v2 ¢ v~. Since C is a longest 
cycle, we have (Nc(Vl) U Nc(v2))  N ( ( Nc( vl ) A No(v2)) U Nc( vo ) ) = O. 
'" v~. If  Case 1.1.1: ]NHo({X,,Xio})]>~2, we can say r o ¢': Nc(vo)\(xl,Xio} ¢O,  let 
P0 =max{p:  Xp ENc(vo), p~:io} and set C1 = C(xl,Xpo], C2 = C(xpo,Xio] and C3 = 
C(xi,,,xl] when 1 <po<io  or set CI =C(xl,Xio], C2=C(xio,Xpo] and C3=C(xpo,Xl] when 
po>io. Since VoXl ~E or xl ENc(vo)NNc(v'o), by Lemmas 2 and 5, we can get d+h£ 
Nc({Vo, v~, v2 }), d~ -~h+l) ~ X({v,,  v2)) for any h <~ D(H, ), from ]Nc~ (vi) U N~, (v2)] = 
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[Nc,(vl )UNc,(v2)], we can get e(Cl; {V0, Vl, V2} ) ~ IC t -D(Ht  ) by employing Lemma 
4. For the same reason, ~(C2 U C3; {Vo, Vl,V2})<<.lC2] + 1C3] -D(Ho) - D(H2). On the 
other hand, -d(G \C; {Vo, Vl,V2})<<. ~--]~=o D(H/). Thus c (G)>~3.  
If  Nc(vo)\{xl,Xio} = (3, since G is 3-connected, there exist distinct vertices u, v, w in 
Ho and a vertex Xp such that 1 < p < io and {uxl,VXp, WXio} C_E when ]Ho] >~3. When 
[Ho[ = 2, we have XlVo E E, XioV~ E E and there exists some Xp ~ {Xl,Xio} such that 
V~Xp E E. In both subcases, set Ci = C(xl,Xp], C2 = C(xp,Xio] and C3 = C(xio,Xl]. As 
in the preceding case, we can get c (G)>~3.  
Case 1.1.2: INHo({X,,Xio})[ = 1, then Vto ~ = v~ and v~ :/: Vo. I f  Nc(vo) \{x,,Xio} # O, 
choose Po as in Case 1.1.1. When [Hol -- 2, then D(Hi)<. 1, 1 ~<i~<3. Since C is a 
longest cycle of G, by Lemma 5, we can easily get c(G)~>~3 as before. When [Ho[ >~3, 
since G is 3-connected, we may choose so = max{s: Xs E Nc(Ho \{Vo, V~}), s ¢ Po} 
whenever Nc(Ho \{Vo, V~})\{Xpo } ¢ (3 or choose So = max{s: Xs E Nc(vo), s ~ Po} 
whenever Nc(Ho \{vo, v~})= {Xpo }, that is INno(Xpo)l ~>2. In both subcases, we have 
+h ~ Nc( { vo, vl , v2 } ) for any h <~ D( Ho ) + 1 and q = so, Po, d +h ~ Nc( { Vo, Vl , V2 } ) for Xq 
any h ~< min{D(Hl ),D(H2)} and dl ~ Nc({Vo, v2}). Using the same method as before, 
we can get c(G)~>~3. 
I f  Nc(vo) \ {Xl,Xio} = 0, then [Ho[ >~3, since otherwise we have INno({Xl,Xio})[ ~2. 
Thus we can get c(G)~>~3 as in Case 1.1.1. Since G is 3-connected, there exist 
distinct vertices u,w,v~ in Ho and Xp (: xs in Nc(Ho)\{Xl,Xio} such that UXp E E and 
WXs E E. Thus by Lemma 5, x~ h q~Nc({Vo, Vl,V2}) for any h~D(Ho)+ 1 (q = p,s) ,  
dl ¢ Nc({Vo, V2}), dl+h ~ Nc({Vo, Vl,V2} ) for any h<--.min{D(Hl),D(H2)}. Using the 
same method as before, we can get e(G)~>~3. 
Case 1.2: NG\c(dio) = (3. Since dio is a noninsertible vertex of C and C is a longest 
cycle, (N~,,(vl) U N~;(dio)) n ((Nc,(vl) n Nc,(dio)) U Nc,(vo)) = (3, where C' = C \ 
C(xio,xio+l]. Because [N(vo)N V(C(xio,Xio+l])] ~< 1, by substituting d/o for v2 and setting 
D(H2) = 0, we can get c(G)~>~3 as in Case 1.1. 
Case 2: ]Hol = 1. Then [H11= 1. Let Ho = {Vo}, H, = {vt }. In this subcase, we have 
dj+¢Nc({Vo, vl,ds}) for any j # s, j # 1, ifNG\c(dj) ¢ (3 (otherwise, we can get a 
longest cycle C ~ such that D(G \C')>~ 1 > D(G \C) ,  a contradiction). Set C1 = (xl,xt] 
and (72 = C(xt,xl ]. 
Case 2.1: Nc\c(dt) # (3, say dry2 E E for some vertex v2 C V(G \ C) \ {VO, Vl}. By 
the maximality of D(G \C), d + ~ Nc({VO, Vl,V2}), dt + ~ Nc({Vo, Vl,V2}). Since C 
is a longest cycle, (Nc(vl) U Nc(v2))  A ((Nc(vl) n Nc(v2)) U Nc(vo)) = (3. Thus by 
employing Lemmas 4 and 5, we can get e(G)~>~3. 
Case 2.2: NG\c(dt) = (3. Since C is a longest cycle of G and act is a nonin- 
sertible vertex, we have (N~,(Vl) U N~(dt)) n ((Nc,(vl) fq Nc,(dt)) U Nc,(Vo)) = (3 
and d~- (~ N({vo, vl,dt}), dt¢ N({vo, Vl,dt}). Because [Nc2(vo)] = 1 and N~(dt)  A 
Nc:(V~) = (3, by employing Lemma 4 again, we can get ~(C~; {vo, v~,dt})<~[Cl] and 
-~(C2;{Vo, v~,dt})<.,.IC21. Thus c (G)>~3.  [] 
Proof of the Conjecture. By Lemmas 6 and 7, we may assume that Ho is a block and 
D N N(G \C ) - - -0 .  By Lemma 3, there exist {vo, v~} in Ho such that dHo(Vo)<~D(Ho) 
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and dHo(V~o)<~D(Ho). Furthermore, when ]Ho[~>2, then Vo ¢ v~ and we can assume 
voxl ¢ E or xl ¢ N(vo) AN(v~o). We consider following two cases: 
Case 1" I/4o1>_-2. Let v;' be a vertex in NHo(Xl) and v~ be a vertex in NHo(X,). 
z~ I I Case 1.1: There exists p(1 < p < t) such that Xp ~ Nc(Ho \{V o ,v0}). Choose P0 = 
max{p: Xp E Nc(Ho \{v~,v~'}), p ¢ t}. Set C, = C(x,,Xp,,], C2 = C(xpo,X,] and C3 = 
C(x,,xl]. Since dl and dt are noninsertible, we have (N~,(v0)U N~,(dt))N ((Nc,,(Vo)N 
Nc,,(dt))UN~,,,(dl)) = 13 (q = 1,2). By Lemmas 2 and 5, d j¢  Nc({dl,dt, vo}) (j  = 
1,t) and x+ h q~ Nc({dl,~,vo}) for any h<~D(Ho) + 1. Thus by Lemma 4 we have 
~(C1; {dl, act, v0 }) ~< IC1[ and ~(C; {d,, dr, v0}) <~ [C21 - D(Ho). Because dl is noninsert- 
ible and INc3(Vo)] ~< 1, we have ~(C3; {d~,dt, v0}) ~< 1(51. Hence e(G) ~>~(G; {d~,dt, v0}) 
~3-  
Case 1.2: There is no p such that 1 < p < t and xp E Nc(Ho \{Vg,V~o'} ). If Nc(v~ot) \ 
{x,,xt} = 13, then v* ¢ vg t. Since G is 3-connected, we have Nc(v~) \{x,,x,} ¢ 13 and 
IN, o(x,)l>_.2. Now we choose p0 = max{p:  Xp E N(v~), p ¢ t}. As in Case 1.1 of 
this proof, we can get c(G)>/~3. 
If Nc(V~ot)\ {xl,xt} ¢ 13, since G is 3-connected, we have INH,,(Xl)[ )2  and INHo(Xt)l 
~>2 when v~-- v 0''. Choose p0=max{p:  Xp cNc(v~o~), pet} .  Using the same method 
" choose po= as that in Case 1.1 of this proof, we can get c(G)>>--#3. When vg ¢ v 0, 
max{p: Xp E Nc(v'ot), p ¢= t}. As in Case 1.1 of this proof, we can also get c(G)>~#3. 
Case 2: [IIot= 1. Let Ho={V}. We now set Cl =C(xl,xt] and C2=C(xt,xl]. Since 
(N~ (v) U N~ (4 )) N ((Nc,(V) N Nc,(dD) U Nc,(dl)) = 13 and dl ~ Nc({d,,4, v} ), by 
Lemma 4 we can get 7 (Cj; { v, dl, dt }) ~< I CiI. Since dl is noninsertible and N~ (dr) C/ 
Nc,(d~) = 13, we can get 7 (C2; {v,d~,dt})<~ IC2t by dr ¢ N({d~,d,, v}) and [Nc~(V) I = 1. 
Hence c(G) )#3. 
Therefore, the Conjecture is true. [] 
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